
 

 

My boys (4 and 6) are very curious and constantly asking me questions about this and that.  Usually I go to 

YouTube to show them examples of things, but sometimes real life examples are easier to understand, not to 

mention more fun!  I have never been very creative in the sense of creating our own experiments but when I 

saw the new kits available from The Young Scientist Club I knew I had to have them. 

The Young Scientists Club was started by a mom who created these kits as a science summer camp and then 

marketed them when everyone wanted to have one for themselves at home!  Well through a new licensing 

agreement, Clifford the Big Red Dog and the Magic School Bus have been added to five of the new kits.  The 

Clifford kits are for ages 3 and up, while The Magic School Bus kits are for ages 5 and up.  I love that there are 

kits designed for 3 year olds because honestly I would have no clue how to teach science to a 3 year old, but 

these kits make them perfect for parents as they include everything in one kit! 

I received The Magic School Bus Weather Lab to try out with my boys, which is perfect for them because they 

have been especially curious about the weather since the craziness of our Chicago weather.  I mean just last 

week they had bathing suits on one day in the sprinklers and another day they winter coats on again!  This kit 

first off comes in an awesome cardboard school bus and it really contains almost everything you need.  Inside 

there are 28 Experiment Cards that tell exactly what you need for the experiments and how to do them.  I love 

how easy they are and how everything is there for me.  My sons would love to do every experiment in a single 

day if I let them but we have been slowly working our way through them.  Unfortunately they both got sick and 

we had to put our experiments on hold, but I am especially looking forward to using this all summer.  My goal 

is to “homeschool” them all summer so they can stay fresh with everything from school, and this kit is going to 

make it super easy and fun to incorporate science!  Its funny how simple the kit is but I would have never come 

up with all these experiments. 
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We store everything right back in the box and store it for the next time. 

If you have a budding scientist at home ages 3 or 5 and up, I highly recommend checking out these new science 

kits, they truly make science fun and easy, especially for the science-clueless parents like me!  Actually we 

broke this kit out on Mother’s Day and my kids played with grandma with this too! 

Stay Connected with The Young Scientists Club: 

WEBSITE | FACEBOOK | TWITTER | PINTEREST 

 

BUY IT:  The new kits retail between $19.99-$39.99 and can be found at your local educational store or 

museum, check out the store locator here to see where they are sold in your area! 
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